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 Due to the advancement in web the search engines became power tool for obtaining 

useful information over the internet. Instead of considering the structure of information 

the machine on current web looks only about the location and display of information 
due to which the popular search engines also fails to produce satisfactory results. The 

shortcomings can be overcome by semantic web. The paper proposes a taxonomy based 

ontology sub-graph and grouping techniques are used for effectively grouping the 
context with ontology for which Redundancy Evasion Blending Algorithm (REBA) and 

Context Based Ranking and Re-Ranking Algorithm are also addressed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The search engines serve as powerful tools for extracting the required information for the user over the 

internet. The semantic web allows the users to locate, distribute and combine the information easily. It allows 

the working of the current web in a secured and useful manner by showing the information as per the 

requirements of the users along the web for carrying out the tasks of locating the categories in an easy manner. 

The machines do the task using the semantic web by providing the meaningful and efficient information present 

on the web to the user. The results produced by most of the powerful search engines are not satisfactory because 

it contains irrelevant information to the user needs. It does not focus on the structure of information rather it 

looks only about the location and display of information, thus failing to produce satisfactory results. The results 

become useless even if the user inputs the correct keywords. The existing search engines have many issues 

during searching for a context through the search engine. Different search engines provide  different contexts for 

the same user queries which considerably compromises the efficiency of the search from the results returned by 

the search engines which might hold the index of a context which might be a day old (or) two day old (or) even 

a month old. Thus the search does not return any fresh references appropriately. The semantic search engines 

made use of by the user nowadays have their own search strategy depending on hit score retrieval. Due to this, 

the user cannot get the required information in a most efficient way. In all these cases, the result for the user 

query varies from one search engine to another based on the different ranking algorithms used by different 

search engines. The key problem that occurs with the search engine is that it works well only to a certain extent 

for user queries which proportionally perform poorly in other user contexts. 

 

Related Work: 

The web scenario requires an effective and meaningful search over the web, which is provided by the 

Semantic Web. While the existing search engines are keyword based, they are helpless in answering intelligent 

queries raised by the user due to the dependence of their results on information available in web pages. But the 

semantic search engines give efficient and relevant results as the semantic web is an extension of the current 

web in which information is given well defined meaning. The MetaCrawler is a search tool which makes use of 

the several existing search engines and provides combined results by using their own page ranking algorithm. 

This proposed work recommends the development of a meta-semantic-search engine called Semontolook which 

works within cloud. Semontolook fetches results from different semantic search engines such as Hakia, 
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DuckDuckGo and SenseBot with the help of intelligent agents which eliminate the limitations of the existing 

search engines. 

 

Drawbacks Faced By Search Engines: 

The existing search engines have many issues during searching for a context through the search engine 

since different search engines provide different contexts for the same user queries which considerably 

compromises the efficiency of the search from the results returned by the search engines which might hold the 

index of a context which might be a day old (or) two day old (or) even a month old. Thus the search does not 

return any fresh references appropriately. The semantic search engines made use of by the user nowadays have 

own search strategy depending on hit score retrieval. Due to this, the user cannot get the required information in 

a most efficient way. In all these cases, the result for the user query varies from one search engine to another 

based on the different ranking algorithms used by different search engines. The key problem that occurs with the 

search engine is that it works well only to a certain extent for user queries which proportionally perform poorly 

in other user contexts. 

 

Proposed Solutions 

A. Heterogeneous Based Semantic Crawler: 

The heterogeneous based semantic crawler (Figure 1) includes user interface along with other modules to 

find out the priorities of a search engine (SE) to filter the obtained results from the search engines. The Query 

Combination Generator (QCG) understands the queries of the user and tries to generate the possible and 

meaningful combinations. These obtained combinations are sent to Heterogeneous Based Semantic Crawler 

(HBSC) for finding out the priorities of various search engines to monitor the results. The Search Engines 

Information Database (SEID) is utilized by the HBSC which holds the information related to the importance of 

each and every search engine for every single keyword entry. It inversely helps in assigning priorities to each SE 

by HBSC where these are send to QCs to SE interface (SEI). The results of the search holding Semantic Web 

Documents (SWD) and Web Pages (WP) are returned by the back end to the Temporary Web Page Storage 

(TWPS) which holds the temporary results. TEMPS make use of the properties of HBSC for filtering the SWD 

and send the necessary results for refining it further. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: A Heterogeneous Based Semantic Crawler 

 

The back end obtains the QC and SE priorities from HBSC and searches for SWDs and WPs over the 

World Wide Web (WWW) by using various semantic search engines and produces it to the heterogeneous based 

semantic crawler from which the spiders located over the cloud help to locate the web pages among various 

clouds. The spiders also send these obtained web pages to TWPS for further processing and refinement. 

 

B. Hierarchical Grouping: 

The term clustering literally means grouping of services into a class holding similar services. It literally 

means that the collections of services are similar to one another and are dissimilar to the other grouping services 

(Figure 2). Here the grouping within the same group is very high when compared to the services in other groups. 

The grouping follows a tree like structure which is created through recursive partitioning or by combining 

existing groups. In case of combining two closest groups in the succeeding steps are combined together to form 

a new group thus reducing a group at one step each. This technique is used to combine the web services into a 

huge single group. 
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Fig. 2: Hierarchical Grouping 

 

C. Redundancy Evasion Blending Algorithm (REBA): 

The ultimate focus of the Redundant Evasion Blending Algorithm (REBA) is to effectively concatenate the 

results retrieved from the multiple search engines along with the independent collection of results obtained from 

SemontoLook searches into a single result. This process should effectively approximate the searches considering 

multiple collections as a centralized single collection. The HBSC assumes that searches are independent and 

maintains a standard communication between collections. 

 

Pseudo code: 

Step 1: Reformulate the user query using ontology 

Step 2: The reformulated query is send to every HBSC. 

In case the keyword contradicts with collection THEN get new documents. 

ELSE the retrieved documents are blended to avoid redundancy. 

Step 3: The documents are assigned to the relevant users. 

 

D. Context Based Ranking and Re-Ranking Algorithm (CRREA): 

The page Context based Page Ranking and Re-Ranking Algorithm (CRREA) makes usage of the 

advantages of full word matching against the Knowledge Database (KDB). The request of the user is processed 

by the search engines for obtaining the results which are extracted for performing pre-processing. Since the pre-

processing plays a vital role in Search System Categorization for Query Indexing, these processes can improve 

quality of the user contexts retrieved from multiple search engines, thus helping to improve the accuracy and 

efficiency of the searching process. The knowledge discovery process includes the pre-processing of contexts 

results for improving the quality in prioritizing the user’s intension. Depending on the results the contexts are 

compared against the knowledge database based on which a point is awarded for each and every word based on 

their position using the re-ranking algorithm. 

 

Pseudo code: 

Step 1: If search engine results =  User’s Intention. 

Step 2: Pre-processing of user query to extract keywords. 

Step 3: Construct a Knowledge Database for the user query. 

Step 4: Extract and pre-process the contents for the search results. 

Step 5: Compare the content words against the Knowledge Database 

a) If a match is found then a point is awarded using re-ranking. 

b) If the keyword contradicts with the KDB no points will be awarded. 

Step 6: The total strength of the content words is computed. 

Step 7: The total relevancy for the particular link is computed. 

 
1 < Wt < 0  where Wt)-(1*TCS(SRi) + (Wt)*TKS(SRi) = TRi  

Where, 

TR Total Relevancy 

TKS  Total Keyword Strength 
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Wt Weight for awarding points 

SR Strength Results 

i Initial Input by user 

Step 10:  The entire process is repeated for all the search results. 

 

Experimental Resuslts: 

The experiments were conducted using user queries for which top 7 web pages were taken as input. The 

keyword and the context based ranking and re-ranking is applied and the results are obtained as in Table 1. The 

table clearly explains that the ranking is high if the relevancy is high and ranked as 1. The same documents were 

given to the users for comparing the system results against the ranking by users and are tabulated in Table 2. 

 
Table 1: Ranking Based on Relevancy 

Link Relevancy Rank 

L4 0.26 1 

L2 0.24 2 

L7 0.24 3 

L1 0.23 4 

L3 0.02 5 

L2 0.02 6 

L5 0.01 7 

 

 
 

Graph 1: User Ranking Based on Relevancy 

 
Table 2: Comparison between Existing and Proposed Methodology 

Link  Rank by Search Engine User Ranking  Ranking by Proposed System 

L1 1 6 4 

L2 2 4 3 

L3 3 5 5 

L4 4 7 6 

L5 5 3 2 

L6 6 1 1 

L7 7 2 7 

 

 
 

Graph 2: Comparison between Existing and Proposed Methodology 
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The performance evaluation of the proposed system is done based on the precision, recall, accuracy and 

occurrence. The points play a key role in evaluating the performance. The result of the performance measure is 

shown in Graph 3. 

 

 
 

 

Graph 3: Performance Measures 

  

The performance measure clearly pictures that the accuracy of the proposed system is 92% which is high 

upon comparison with the existing approaches. 

 

Conclusion: 

The above proposed schemes provide better results when compared with the existing search engines. Hence 

it is necessary to refine the process of searching in order to bring the user’s intention. The proposed schemes 

work well to provide a solution effectively to deal with the context retrieval as per the requirement of the users 

thus by avoiding the information not intended by the users. Here, the Redundancy Evasion Blending Algorithm 

concatenates the results obtained from multiple search engines and the Context Based Ranking and Re-Ranking 

Algorithm improves the quality of searching the contexts retrieved from multiple search engines and there by 

increases the accuracy and efficiency of searching process. 
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